Treasures of the Tropical Land

1. Mekong Delta - The endless field
2. Bao Loc & Bao Loc Campus
3. Da Lat - Dream city
4. Ho Chi Minh city - Pearl of the Far East
5. Vietnamese cuisine, the pride of the whole country

Contact with us - Faculty of Applied sciences

Address: Room C006
Tel: (84 - 028) 377 55 058
Email: khud@tdtu.edu.vn

Why Vietnam?
- Friendly people
- Cultural uniqueness
- Diversity natural
- One of the most popular cuisines in the world

Expectation:
- Brand-new experience
- Exposure to young culture
- Beautiful landscape
- Incredible food
Welcome to Ton Duc Thang University
Tan Phong Campus

We provide:
- Comfortable shelter.
- Most beautiful campus.
- Warmest welcome.
- Experience the beauty of Ho Chi Minh City.

Enjoy:
- The famous Café Sữa Đá.
- Vietnamese cuisines.
- Saigon at night.

Contact with us - Room C006 - Tel: (84 - 028) 377 55 - Email: khud@tdtu.edu.vn
Study at Ton Duc Thang University

Experience the warmth welcome

Programs and Modules
- Tropical Course
- Water Environmental Sciences
- Evolutionary and Physiology Ecology
- Organic Material Sciences
- Modern Organic Synthesis

- Graduate Program for Chemical Engineering Department.
- High Quality of Biotechnology Program

Enjoy:
- Advanced methods of education.
- Traditional relationship of Master and Student.
- Warmth welcome and behavior.

Contact with us - Room C006 - Tel: (84 - 028) 377 55 - Email: khud@tdtu.edu.vn
Enjoy Mekong Delta Tour - heart of the Tropical Land

- Very beautiful river land
- Tasty fruit, fresh air, travel by boat
- The famous war torn Cu Chi Tunnels

Contact with us - Address: Room C006
Tel: (84 - 028) 377 55 - Email: khud@tdtu.edu.vn
To the Highland

- Bao Loc Campus
- Sky Pagoda
- Old Library of the Dream City
- Highland Farm

Travel to the highland:
- Bao Loc Campus
- Da Lat – City of Dream

Why to the highland
- Fresh air
- Wonderful landscape
- Great experiences

What do we expect
- Natural places
- Vintage cities
CAMPUS NHA TRANG CITY

Green campus – nice view

Romantic beach – beautiful coastline

Tasty seafood – daily fresh